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Background: What is a temporal motif and why do we
care?
• Informally, a motif in a network is a small pattern. In this project, I
was concerned specifically with 3-edge, 2- and 3-node motifs in
temporal, directed graphs.
• A temporal motif in a directed graph is one where all edges have
an associated timestamp (i.e., there was some connection
between the two nodes at some time t). These motifs occur within
some time window, typically denoted as delta.
• These motifs can be used to detect anomalies and learn about
the structure of underlying networks.
• We are using these as a tool in analyzing networks to predict the
spread of Tuta absoluta, an invasive species that affects tomato
plants.

Current Work:
• I have added onto work that has created code to find all 3-edge, 2 and
3 node motifs in a directed temporal network. My contribution is
finding out when they occurred and analyzing those motifs in periodic
networks.
• Periodic networks are those that are expected to repeat after a certain
amount of time. For example, growing seasons generally follow a yearly
cycle before they repeat again, so a commodity flow network of
agricultural trade within a country is similar year to year.
• I also worked on similar code to find 2-node, 2-edge temporal
bidirectional motifs.
• The occurrence of certain motifs may suggest periods when networks
are especially susceptible to a biological invasion. For example, if there
are a lot of outward motifs coming out of a particular node at a
specific time, that may suggest that action to stop invasive species
spread should be focused there.

Figure #1: All 2- and 3-node, 3-edge, δ-temporal
motifs.
Methodology:
• I built on code written by Gao et al. that finds all of those
motifs listed above in linear time with respect to the
number of edges. Specifically, I wrote code to figure out
when those motifs occurred, as previous work only counted
a total number of them in the network.
• I used C++ for the finding of the motifs, and Python (with
Pandas and Seaborn for data analysis and plotting) to
analyze the results.
• I found all motifs in an actual network of flows of tomato
plants in Senegal and predicted flows in Nepal for all time
windows 1 through 12 months.

Figure #2: All 2- and 3-node, 3-edge motifs found with deltas 1-12 in
predicted network of Senegal tomato crop trade flows.
X-axis: time (months); Y-axis: count; Hue: time window, darker is larger

Future work:
• Expand work to temporal motifs that have edge attributes (e.g., short
and long distance spread, human vs. natural spread).
• Larger motifs (4+ edges).
• Defining what exactly a temporal motif means when there are nonunique timestamps.
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Figure #3: An example of a graph with edge
attributes.
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